What’s Next?

So You’re Done with High-school?
Does school ever end? Well, yes
it does, but learning shouldn’t. You
did know that right? And do you
know that learning is something
that should make up most of our
lives irrespective of if we are in a
classroom or out? Now don’t get
worried, you may be through with
high-school but not with learning.
You should never be through with
that! You may wonder why? Well
the answer is simple. To stop
learning would mean you stop
using your brain. A lot of people
confuse learning with being
schooled. They are wrong, but
hopefully with the help of this
newsletter you won’t make the
same mistake.
If you are reading this you have
probably just completed Highschool, wrote the A-levels and between resting and forgetting all
that you crammed to write, you
may occasionally be thinking
about what’s next. Well this is
going to help you. You see you

should not just
“occasionally” think of
what next, you should
plan for it. Remember the
saying often repeated before GCE “Proper preparation prevents poor performance” ? Guess what?
It applies to all aspects of
life, not just the GCE.
Yes, you need to prepare
for what’s next. Highschool is definitely not
the end of education
(learning as we established before never ends)
But the question is what
is next after High-school?
If you don’t know or you
automatically say
“University” well then
just keep reading you
need a lot more info!
There are a lot of options
on how to further your
education after high-

school (you will see a list
of some options in Cameroon on pg5&6). The main
goal of education is to
equip the student with
skills which they could use
productively to support
themselves and be functional in the society. There
are other objectives of
course, but that is the main
reason we go to school. So
that we can have what we
need to work
…. (Continued on pg.2)

Editors Note:
Dear Reader,
Every year thousands of Young Cameroonians complete high-school with their GCE
Advance Levels and very little else. These youth have very little or no counseling
about the next stage in their education or life in general. Most of them have no idea
the difference between a professional school and a university, the disadvantage of
one program or the other, or what school and what course of study is right for
them.
We at Better Breed Cameroon recognize this need and the lack of efforts to address
it. So in our own little attempt we have produced this newsletter free for youth on
the verge of tertiary education. We hope it helps!
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But to become an accountant you
may need to go to business school
instead or enroll in an accounting
department of a university and
could achieve their goal in four
years. And someone who wants to
be a professional driver may not
need any of the above, but rather six
months to a year of Driving School
to know how to drive different vehicles from a taxi to a shipping trailer. So you’re done with highschool? It is at this turning point in
your education that you will need to
make decisions that will impact the
rest of your life. There are no quick
answers or notes to cram so as to
“get it right”. You will need to
search yourself, find out what you
are good at, what would fulfill you
and what you
can imagine doing everyday for
most of your
life.

When you know what
that is, you have more
work; find out how to
achieve that goal,
seeks advice form people who are doing
what you wish to do in
future.
At this point you will
have to seek your
knowledge to pass
life’s test, there are no
teachers to hand the
notes to you as to what
choices to make.
So you’re done with
high-school? Welcome
to the Real World.

achieve this goal.

“Bushfalling”
Maybe you’re reading this half hearted. Maybe you already have

plans for What’s next and that is simply leaving the country
possibly to a country where employment comes easy and you
can live your dreams. Well I hate to break it to you, but there
is no land where anything comes easy.
We all know living abroad is the singular dream of many
youth in Cameroon. But before you become one of them,
pause and ask yourself a few questions.
Why do you want to travel?
What do you plan to do there (that cannot be done here)?
Do you plan to return, to teach or use what you studied?
But before you answer those questions, let me remind you
of something I’m sure you know well: You, the youth are the
future. Yes I’m sure you have been hearing this since your
first 11th February Celebrations!
But do you know why the future has yet to arrive since we
began hearing that statement? Because the youth are running
away with it. Out of ten youth interviewed, eight would like

to live and work out of the country. They don’t want to go

and study and return to use the knowledge here,. Cameroon youth would rather leave the country to the West in
particular or even Dubai or China ANYWHERE that is
not here, then maybe they would come back to visit for
Christmas and show off money? Yes that’s the idea.
And that is also the problem. That is the reason why the
future is nowhere in sight, because it is going to America or Germany or Finland or even Austria.
It is understandable to want to seek greener pastures in
another country but irony is, most of those who leave
the country end up with jobs there and not careers. Jobs
that they usually hate. Not all but most.
The fact remains that if you are not hard-working and
focused with a goal to achieve you will not be happier
out of the country than you are while here.
So before you fall bush, think of how you are postponing the future, Cameroons future.
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Job Vs Career
they studied it. They are employed by celebrities or taken
A job is something you do to put “food on the table” or on with contract jobs at media houses like CRTV or on
support yourself. It requires very little training. Mostly movie sets.
people get on-the-job training. That is, they learn while Is the difference between a career and a job clear now? For
working. With a job there is little hope for promotion,
every job there is a career. Don’t mistaken a job for a lesser
You remain doing what you have been doing for the
form of employment, You may still earn from a job what
same amount of pay over a long time. Jobs are easier to someone else earns from their career. A job is something
come by than careers but harder to maintain, because
you do because you HAVE TO whereas a career requires
you haven made purposeful choices to do what you WANT
there is always somebody to replace you.
TO. Most people complain they
On the other hand, a Career is something that
don’t like their jobs but most catakes years to achieve. They need years of Proreer professionals are always pasfessional training. With a job, you are constantly
sionate about their work.
upgrading your skills to be better and get more
out of the profession. Your salary with a career
The secret is doing what you love
is never fixed, but upgrades as you train from
and doing it well, A job will fill
your stomach and may achieve
one level to the next.
shot term goals but a career will
time
to
develop.
They
don’t
Now that we have the basic differences, lets see
fulfill your life and ensure you are
need
to
work
in
someone
else’s
some illustrations ok?
salon, they know how to set up secure in the long run, Which
A hair-dresser in your local salon may have
and manage their own because would you like?
studied how to do hair as an apprentice for six
months or a year. Then if he or she was a good worker
she gets a job in that salon or in another salon. He/she
will only know as much as the boss trained them, so the
salary will be fixed under the boss. That is a good example of a job. But did you know there are professional
stylists? They attend cosmetology schools and study
hairdressing as a science or art? They receive certificates
in two or three years and some even specialize in particular fields like either, braiding or weaving or make-up
? These are professionals with careers they have taken

The Attributes of Successful People
Here are some 5 traits all successful people have which have been traced to the basis of their success:

1. Purpose: If you do not have an aim/goal, you have nothing.
2. Perseverance: to succeed one has to be able to endure and try again and again and again. Those who finally succeed are those who never gave up.
3. Hard work: There is no easy way. You will have to give all you can and some more to succeed.
4. Good Character: You can have the brains, the know how etc, but if you lack a good character to deal with people,
you may never make it as far or succeed as happily as you should have.
5. Positive thinking and believing. Often times, you and you alone will be able to see your vision. To succeed, you
must think positive and believe in yourself, because you may be the only one who does.
6. Discipline: If you master yourself you master your circumstances.
7. Appreciation: Appreciate the process, the little contributions and you will go a long way
8. Originality: To succeed you need to be original, be unique, be yourself. Like Wilde said “Everyone else is taken”
9. Passion: It is your passion and zeal for something that keeps you going when things are toughest.
10. Be willing to learn. Successful people admit they do not know it all, that is how they learn and better themselves.

What’s Next?
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KNOWING WHAT IS RIGHT FOR YOU & GETTING IT!

needs. Write this info down so
taken etc. You need to know all there
you can analyze it. For instance
is to know about your career that is
We have established the fact that, you
if you know you have a very low
why it should be something you are
need to make so heavy decisions on
memory aptitude studying Law
passionate about be it art or cooking,
what you may study next if at all and
may not be a good choice conThere are professional art schools and
towards what career goal (You do want
sidering how poorly you would
competitions which pay more that you
a career right?). But the speed bump
do at remembering articles. Or if
can imagine.
over which most people stumble is
you know one of your needs
3. Action
“How to KNOW what I should be aswould be having a family of four Take concrete steps to achieve your
piring for?” and those who pass over
kids and you want to raise them
goal. Goals without appropriate action
that bump safely may still fall at the
yourself then, a career as a pilot
are worthless. You should take all the
next one “How to GET the career I
or air hostess would be out of the short courses, you can. Alongside
want?” In this section, We’ll address
question.
your studying apply for and carry out
those “how's?”.
internship or volunteer to learn all
We cannot say you will be a good law- 2. Options
Explore the options and industhere is to know in that field, as well
yer but not a doctor. It is not pretries you are interested in, as
as gain professional experience you
destined. Hard-work and perseverance
well as the job market. Get more
could put on a cv. As such by the time
can make you a good anything! But why
details about the best ways to get
you are through with your studies and
not work at something which you have
into that profession. Do detailed
ready to really work, you won’t be a
an advantage or talent for? Here are
research through reading,
novice on the field!
three steps to knowing what field of
browsing the internet and speakstudy and eventually career is good for
ing to professionals in that field
you as well as getting to it:
or career counselors. You should
1. Self Assessment Gather information
know the best schools for your
about yourself, such as your interchosen career, if concours or
ests, aptitudes, values, preferred
professional exams need to be
environments, realities, roles and
DO not aim at a particular career, studying a certain program because you have been told to, or because your
friends think it is “cool” you need to really want something for yourself in order to work hard enough to be
good at it. Believe it or not, a first-class cook is better off than a third-class lawyer!

Copy this table and fill out to help you in making a Career choice and plan.
Your future begins now.
Career Choice/Plan

Reasons you like
such a career

Example:
Mapmaker

Always loved geogra- Patient, good drawer,
phy, particularly map- good at statistics and
reading .
map reading

A.

B.

C.

Skills you have
Skills you would
which make you
need to acquire
think you would be
good in such a career
More specific
knowledge on making
maps and the types of
maps

Estimated years Schools and other
of study/training institutions of
training
3 years for a Bsc.
in geography,
At least 2 years
specialization

State university, Professional school for
Geographers and Rural developers
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Options of Tertiary Education available in Cameroon
Universities *
 Universite De Douala (Douala)
 Universite De Dschang
(Offers practical art course for
sculptors, painters and other artists,
as well as distance learning programs. Dschang)
 Universite De Ngoundere
(Ngaoundere)
 Universite De Yaounde I
 Universite De Yaounde II- SOA
(Yaounde)
 Universite Des Montagnes
(Bangangte)
 University Institute Of Buea Diocese Buea
 University Of Buea
 University of Maroua
 Université Protestante d'Afrique
Centrale (UPAC), Yaoundé
 Catholic University of Cameroon,
Bamenda (CATUC)
 Calvary University, Bamenda
 UNIVERSITAIRE SIANTOU
 University College of Technology
Buea
 Cameroon Christian University, Bali
 Bamenda University Of Science &
Technology (BUST)
 Universite De Yaounde-Sud (Ndi
Samba)
 Université Protestante Edwin
Cozzens d'Elat (UPEC), Ebolowa
 The Catholic University of Central
Africa (Université Catholique de
l'Afrique Centrale) (Yaounde)
 Cosendai Adventist University
(Université Adventiste Cosendai)
 St. Monica American University
Buea
*These are registered at the Ministry of
Education but not necessarily accredited
internationally

Public Service Institutions

Other Institutions (Private)

 Advanced School Of Translators And
Intepreters (for graduates only) Buea
 Ecole Nationale Superieure es Travaux
Publics de Yaoundé (Also in Buea)
 Ecole Nationale Supérieure Polytechnique de Yaoundé
 CRESA (Centre Régional d’Enseignement Spécialisé en Agriculture) à Ydé
Ecole Nationale D'Administration et de Magistrature

IRIC, Post Graduate Programme
(Masters)
 Institute of Agricultural Research for
Development
 (ENSTP) Ecole Nationale Supérieure des
Travaux Publics
 INJS, Institut National de la Jeunesse et
des Sports
 (CENAJES) Centre National de la Jeunesse et des Sports
 Ecole Nationale Superieure des Sciences
Agro-Industrielles, ENSAI
 Ecole Normale Supérieure Maroua (Also
in Yaounde and Bambili)
 (ENSPT) Ecole Nationale Supérieure des
Postes et Télécommunication
 (ESSTIC) Ecole Supérieure des Sciences
et Techniques de l'Information et de la
Communication
 Ecole Nationale des Eaux et Forêts Mbalmayo
 (ENSET) l'Ecole Normale Supérieure
d'Enseignement Technique Douala and
Bambili (and now in Kumba as of October 2014)
 Forces de Police Camerounaise(ENIET)
Ecoles Normales d'Instituteurs de l'Enseignement Technique
 ISTM, Institut Supérieur de Technologie
Médicale
 IUT (Institut Universitaire de Technologie) de Ngaoundéré, Douala and
Mballmayo
*There are more Public service schools .
Search online: http://www.epscameroun.com/
index.php?

 Catholic School Of Health Sciences
Shisong
 Fomic Business School
 Insitut Universitaire De Technologie
Fotso Victor- Bandjoun
 Institut Siantou
 British College Of Professional
Management
 Training School For Health Personnels Kumba
 IRESSS- Institut Régional d'Études
Supérieures en Sécurité Sociale
(Buea)
 Pan African Institute for Development West Africa (PAID-WA)
St Louis Institute For Health & Biomedical Sciences
Bamenda
 Institute Of Management & Financial Accounting IMFA- Buea
 Fonab Polythechnic Bamenda
 Institut des Beaux Arts de Douala
 St. Francis school of Nursing and
Midwifery– Buea
 American Institute of Cameroon,
Ndop
 Buea School of Fine Arts and Theatre
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Preparing for your future: Some Things Aren’t taught in a Classroom:

While it would be great to get a higher degree and credentials, youth should know their future is not solely dependent on
the certificates they may obtain nor strictly what they learn in the classroom. Youth need to be enterprising and think out
of the box. Shape and mould yourself in more ways than one. Just like reading the bible without practicing what it
preaches makes you a failed Christian, so acquiring certificates without using them will lead to a failed professional life.
Life is not about how much of your notes you can memorize and reproduce for exams. Those notes will not be asked at
work. To prepare for your future, you must not only study and earn your certificates/degrees, you must equally practice
them, acquire the skills needed to back up what you have learned.
Here are some ways to follow this counsel:
1. This going to be your longest wait and longest break from school if you pass the GCE. Why not use it well? Join a
youth camp or volunteer somewhere
2. Learn a skill you can start a trade with later eg. Braiding hair, driving, designing websites, designing/sewing clothes
etc.
3. Read! Yes we know you are probably tired of reading after GCE but now you have the option of reading for fun and
to entertain and learn what you want not what is prescribed. Besides there are no exams!
4. If you have certain careers in mind, you can use this break to research your prospective career. Ask people studying
what you are interested in about the field, look for role models in your field of interest.
5. Browse online! The internet is not limited to Facebook. Use it to look up opportunities for your age group.
This Here are some ways you can prepare for your future.

If your dreams don’t scare you, then they aren’t big enough!
The YouResolve Mentoring Program
At the beginning of every year most of us make resolutions we hope to carry out but by March we have failed ourselves and given up.
Better Breed Cameroon, thought of the importance of having someone who could partner you and guide you in achieving your goal and set
up a mentoring program: YouResolve as of January 2014.
YouResolve is one of the ways Better Br eed hopes to contr ibute to youth development in Camer oon one youth at a time! With this
one-on-one mentoring program we plan to match youth with a mentor is a caring, responsible adult (or older youth) who devotes time to
this young person. Although mentors can fill any number of different roles, all mentors have the same goal in common: to help young
people achieve their potential and discover their strengths. It is our hope that the mentors will help their mentees achieve the resolutions
that they make for themselves this year. Our mentoring program will match youth that need guidance with mentors who are in their field of
interest or, locality and best-suited to address their needs.
A mentor may help a young person:
•

With their schoolwork and academic performance;

•

Plan for college or other institution of higher learning;

•

Set career goals and start taking steps to realize them;

•

Make healthy choices about day-to-day life, from food to exercise and beyond;

•

Think through a problem at home or school;

•

Assist with everyday life issues that arise.

If you are interested in this program, please answer the questions in the form on the next page and email them to us or contact us with it
using our contact number (available on the back of this newsletter). Expect a response from us by two weeks.
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YouResolve Sign-Up Form
Section A
Full Names:_____________________________________________________
Age:_____________
Sex: ________________
Level of Education:________________________
Family/Relationship status:___________________________________
Contact:____________________________________
What is your current occupation (Please describe in detail)?
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________
Have you worked previously (Where)?__________________________
Where are you based?_______________________________________
Do you have any distinct information/ problems or specialities about yourself that may warrant that you have a particular/ specific person for a mentor?

Section B
Describe yourself in five words___________________________________________
What is you greatest accomplishment till date, and your greatest weakness?____________________________________
What are your hobbies?_______________________________________________________
Are you computer literate? If Yes, how often do you go online_____________________________________________
What do you look for in a role model?_______________________________________________
Can you partake in/benefit from online mentoring sessions?____________________
Why do you think you can benefit from a mentor?
______________________________________________________________________________________________
What personal life goals do you have for yourself?
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________
What do you feel are your greatest hindrances to achieving your goal?
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
How do you feel a mentor can help with these goals?
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________

Advice from those who have gone before…

Buea
Southwest Region,
Cameroon

We asked some university students and graduates what they
wished they had known when leaving High-school, Here are some
of their responses.

Phoe: +237 77 22 90 39
E-mail: betterbreed@gmail.com

Search for us on
Facebook

I wish I had known that the more I
volunteered and served in my community the greater my chances for
scholarships later on.

Hannah, UB Graduate

If you need more counseling
after reading this, feel free to
contact us using any of our
contacts listed above and we
will try our best to link you to
professional counselors to
assist you in your decision
making.

I wish I had know what subjects to take
in the advance level to be suitable for the
department of my choice in the University.

I think I would have taken computer/internet training more seriously if I
had known how necessary it would be for
research in the university

Maybelle ,UB final year

Iris, UB Fresh-

I wish I had been counseled as to
strive towards a field I love rather than settle for what was
offered

About Better Breed Cameroon
Better Breed Cameroon is a Youth Association founded on the perceived need for greater
and better investment in Cameroonian youth (specifically Anglophones); their development
and empowerment which would enable them be more civic-minded citizens and leaders
ready and willing to address the problems of our nation.
Better Breed is involved in projects and program geared towards sensitizing, education, and
advocating for youth. All activities are self-funded and not-for–profit aimed towards empowering and encouraging youth to contribute towards national development rather than
escaping abroad as is currently the norm.
Better Breed Cameroon was founded in January 2013 by Monique Kwachou a graduate of
the University of Buea with the cash award she received upon graduation.

Hughes, UB finalist

